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Abstract. Experiments performed within the last year have demonstrated Rydberg state
mediated quantum gates and deterministic entanglement between pairs of trapped neutral
atoms. These experiments validate ten year old proposals for Rydberg mediated quantum logic,
but are only the beginning of ongoing eﬀorts to improve the ﬁdelity of the results obtained and
scale the experiments to larger numbers of qubits. We present here a summary of the results to
date, along with a critical evaluation of the prospects for higher ﬁdelity Rydberg gates.

1. Introduction
One of the central challenges in building devices suitable for quantum logic operations is the need
to isolate quantum information from environmental decoherence while simultaneously allowing
for strong and controllable interactions between pairs of qubits. Neutral atoms in optical traps
formed by far oﬀ-resonance laser beams represent one of the best isolated systems known.
Quantum information can be stored in long-lived hyperﬁne states, with decoherence times that
have been measured to be as long as several seconds[1]. The challenge for neutral atom based
quantum computing has centered around the diﬃculty of introducing a strong and controllable
two-atom interaction. A range of ideas have been proposed [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and collisional
entanglement[3] has been demonstrated in many atom optical lattice experiments[8, 9].
In 2000 Jaksch, et al.[10] introduced the idea of using strong dipolar interactions between
Rydberg excited atoms for quantum gates. If a “control” atom is Rydberg excited with a
resonant laser pulse, subsequent excitation of a second proximal “target” atom will be oﬀresonant, and therefore blocked, due to dipolar interactions between the Rydberg atoms. This
Rydberg blockade form of gate operation provides a straightforward way of implementing a
controlled π phase shift on the target atom using a three pulse sequence (read from right to
(c)
(t)
(c)
left): UZ = Ur→g (π)Ug→r→g (2π)Ug→r (π). Here U (c/t)(θ) is a Rabi pulse of area θ applied between
ground (|g) and Rydberg (|r) states of the control (c) or target (t) atom. This sequence gives
a UZ controlled phase gate, which can be readily converted into a controlled-NOT (CNOT) gate
by adding single qubit operations on the target atom before and after the pulse sequence[11]. We
note that Rydberg states are also suitable for engineering entanglement between non-trapped
atoms as was demonstrated in 1997 in cavity QED experiments[12].
The Rydberg blockade gate has a number of desirable characteristics. As long as the dipolar
blockade interaction B is very large compared to the excitation Rabi frequency Ω the gate works
well. This is true even if the exact value of B is not known. This means that the separation
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of the atoms does not have to be controlled very precisely which adds to the robustness of the
gate. Furthermore when B  Ω the target atom is never excited to a Rydberg state during the
gate. This implies that the strong dipolar interaction does not lead to any energy shifts or forces
between the atoms during the gate operation. Remarkably we can have a very strong two-atom
interaction without the atoms involved ever experiencing any forces.
In addition to these desirable features what really sets the Rydberg gate apart from other
approaches is the strength of the interaction. Consider a pair of alkali atoms at R = 10 μm
separation. The interaction energy for ground state atoms at this length scale is dominated
by the magnetostatic dipole-dipole interaction with a strength Ugg /h ∼ 10−5 Hz. The same
atom pair excited to n = 100 Rydberg states has Urr ∼ 107 Hz, an increase by 12 orders of
magnitude[13]! The ability to coherently turn the interaction on and oﬀ with a contrast of 12
orders of magnitude is possibly unique to the Rydberg system, and is a superb ﬁgure of merit for
Rydberg mediated quantum logic. The intrinsic properties of the Rydberg blockade approach
suggest that entangling gates should be possible with errors at the 10−3 level or better[14, 13].
Initial observations of Rydberg mediated excitation suppression were made in 2004[15, 16].
Those experiments were done in many atom samples and it was not possible to verify that
excitation was limited to a single atom. Rydberg blockade at the level of single atoms was
demonstrated by groups from the University of Wisconsin and Institut d’Optique in 2009[17, 18].
In addition to blockade the Institut d’Optique experiment showed that the eﬀective Rabi
frequency when simultaneously addressing two atoms was increased by a factor of two, compared
to the single atom rate. The reason for this is as follows. In an N atom ensemble subject to
strong blockade
an eﬀective two-level system is formed between the states |g = |g1g2...gN 

and |s = √1
=1,N |g...rj ...g. The state |s has one unit of excitation symmetrically shared
N
√
between √
all N atoms. This entangled state is coupled to |g with the Rabi
√ frequency ΩN = NΩ
which is N larger than the one-atom coupling[19]. Observation of a 2 speed up by Gaëtan, et

al.[18] implied preparation of the entangled state |ψ = √12 (|gr+eıφ |rg)) and was thus the ﬁrst
tantalizing observation of Rydberg blockade mediated entanglement. However, the entanglement
in this case involves short lived Rydberg states which are not well suited for scalable quantum
logic.
The next step was to map the Rydberg entanglement onto long lived ground states with an
additional laser pulse, |r → |g1. One thereby creates the state
1
|ψ = √ (|01 + eıϕ |10)
2

(1)

where 0, 1 correspond to diﬀerent long lived hyperﬁne ground states of 87Rb (F = 1, 2) . This was
done by Wilk, et al. [20] in 2010. The ﬁdelity of the expected entangled Bell state was extracted
from measurements of parity oscillations[21] and was found to be under the entanglement
threshold of F = 0.5. Correction of the data for loss of atoms during the preparation sequence
revealed a ﬁdelity of F = 0.74 for the 62% of the trials that had two atoms remaining after the
preparation sequence. Note that the phase ϕ appearing in Eq. (1) may be stochastic due to
several experimental issues. This limits the Bell state ﬁdelity, a point which we will return to
below.
Independently of the Institut d’Optique experiments the Wisconsin group implemented the
UZ operation between two trapped atoms and added π/2 pulses on the target atom to generate
a full CNOT gate matrix. The CNOT gate was also demonstrated using a diﬀerent protocol
referred to as a controlled amplitude swap[22]. The CNOT gate was then used with the control
atom in the superposition state √12 (|0 + i|1) and the target atom in either of the two hyperﬁne
states to create the Bell states |B1 = √12 (|00 + |11) or |B2  = √12 (|01 + |10)[22]. The ﬁdelity
of the Bell state |B1  was evaluated with data extracted from parity oscillation measurements
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and was under F = 0.5. Correcting for the fraction of atom pairs remaining after the preparation
steps revealed post-selected entanglement with ﬁdelity F = 0.58.
These data were subsequently improved upon using an upgraded apparatus which resulted
in Bell state ﬁdelity of F = 0.58 ± 0.04 without applying any corrections for atom loss or trace
loss[23], and a loss corrected ﬁdelity of F = 0.71. These latest results demonstrate that Rydberg
blockade can be used for deterministic entanglement of neutral atom pairs which is a prerequisite
for larger scale quantum information processing.
The results obtained in the past year are a signiﬁcant step forwards in neutral atom quantum
logic. Nevertheless it is also apparent that a large gap exists between what has been achieved and
what should be possible using Rydberg blockade. In Sec. 2 of this contribution we will take a
closer look at the technical and intrinsic errors associated with Rydberg mediated entanglement.
The results of this analysis suggest that it should indeed be possible to reach 10−3 gate errors,
or better, but that doing so will not be particularly simple and will require a carefully designed
experimental apparatus. In Sec. 3 we conclude with some remarks on the potential for scaling
to a many qubit experiment.
2. Entangling gate errors
Imperfections in quantum gates arise from two categories of errors. Those we term intrinsic
errors are due to the choice of gate protocol and the characteristics of the physical system used
to encode the qubits. In addition there are technical errors which arise from imperfections and
noise in the applied pulses, ﬂuctuations of background magnetic or electric ﬁelds, and motional
eﬀects at ﬁnite atomic temperature. A rigorous treatment would be based on including all of
these error sources in the Bloch equations, solving them for the CZ pulse sequence, and then
averaging the results over the computational input states. In the limit where all errors are small,
which is the situation we are most interested in, a simpler and more physically transparent
approach is based on separately estimating the various error sources and then adding them
together. We follow this latter approach here.
Furthermore we will treat only the errors associated with the basic two-qubit entangling
operation. A quantum computer requires additional capabilities including state preparation,
single qubit operations, and measurements. A full discussion of those errors for a neutral atom
implementation is outside the scope of this paper.
2.1. Intrinsic errors
The intrinsic error of a Rydberg blockade controlled phase gate can be exceedingly low. When
the hyperﬁne qubit states have a frequency separation ωhf that is large compared to both Ω
2/3
and B the optimum excitation Rabi frequency is[13] Ωopt = (7π)1/3 Bτ 1/3 and the corresponding
3(7π)2/3

1
, with τ the Rydberg radiative lifetime at room
minimum gate error is Emin =
8
(Bτ)2/3
temperature. Very low gate errors are obtained when both B and Ω become large and are no
longer completely negligible compared to ωhf . In this case we must use the full expression[13]

7π
E
4Ωτ



Ω2
Ω2
1+ 2 +
7B2
ωhf



Ω2
+
8B2



B2
1+6 2
ωhf



.

(2)

Figure 1 shows E evaluated from Eq. (2) at Ω = Ωopt as a function of atom separation R for
atoms excited to ns1/2 states. The blockade shift B(R) was calculated using the methods
described in [24]. We see that the intrinsic error can fall under 10−4 for n > 100 although this
requires rather high Rabi excitation frequencies. For example the 150s1/2 state has an intrinsic
error of E = 5.5 × 10−5 at R = 5. μm using Ω/2π  30 MHz.
87 Rb
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Figure 1. Intrinsic error of the CZ gate (left) and corresponding Rabi excitation frequency (right) for Rb
ns1/2 states with n = 75, 100, 125, 150. Calculations used radiative lifetimes of τ = 180, 340, 570, 860 μs.
2.2. Technical errors
The main technical errors that aﬀect the CZ operation are spontaneous emission during Rydberg
excitation, magnetic noise and Doppler eﬀects. The spontaneous emission probability can always
be made suﬃciently small provided suﬃcient laser power is available for the Rydberg excitation
step, although this may be a technical challenge. For example let us consider the feasibility
of achieving a 30 MHz excitation frequency to the 150s1/2 state while maintaining < 10−3
probability of spontaneous emission in a Rydberg π pulse. In a two-photon excitation scheme
spontaneous emission is minimized by setting the one-photon Rabi frequencies equal, in which
case the probability of emission from the intermediate p level during a π excitation pulse is
related to the two-photon Rabi frequency by [13]
Ω=

Pse |Ω1|2
,
π γp

with Ω1 the one-photon Rabi frequency and γp the radiative decay rate of the p level.
Some sample numbers for excitation through 5p1/2 are 20 μW of 795 nm light, 10 W of 474 nm
light focused to beam waists of 1 μm using a detuning of 37 GHz, which gives Ω/2π = 30 MHz
and Pse = 3 × 10−4. Generating such high single frequency power at 474 nm would probably
require using a pulsed ampliﬁer that is then frequency doubled, as in[25]. This would be
technically challenging in comparison to the cw lasers used in current Rydberg Rabi oscillation
experiments[26]. An alternative is to perform excitation through the second resonance level,
5s1/2 → 6p1/2 → ns1/2 using 422 and 1004 nm lasers, as has been demonstrated in [27]. The
smaller value of γ6p1/2 = 1./125 ns, and larger matrix element to the Rydberg level leads to
excitation of 150s1/2 with Ω/2π = 30 MHz and Pse = 1 × 10−4 using 5 μW of 422 nm light and
2 W of 1004 nm light. The high power requirement is thereby moved to the infrared which is
technically more convenient.
Doppler broadening due to atomic motion leads to imperfect Rydberg excitation. This is a
small eﬀect provided ΔD  Ω where ΔD = k2ν · v is the Doppler shift, v is the atomic velocity
and k2ν = k1 − k2 is the two-photon excitation wavenumber. For example at Ω/2π = 30 MHz
and T = 100 μK atoms the probability of an error in exciting a Rydberg atom is under 10−5.
A more serious technical error arises from dephasing of the Rydberg state relative to the
ground state during gate operation. We have observed this dephasing by performing a Ramsey
interference experiment between the ground state |g = |5s1/2, f = 2, mf = 0 and the Rydberg
state |r = |97d5/2, mj = 5/2. The results are shown in Fig. 2. A short analysis shows that
the envelope of the Ramsey oscillations is given by eıϕst  with ϕst any stochastic phase that is
accumulated during the Ramsey gap time t.
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Figure 2. Ramsey experiment between ground and Rydberg states. A ﬁt to the envelope gives a decay
time of T2 = 3.6 μs.

The stochastic phase is due to two main sources, magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations and motional
eﬀects. Modeling magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations as a random Gaussian process with standard
deviation σ we ﬁnd
2
2
eıϕst  = e−t /T2,B
where
T2,B =

23/2πh̄
|gRmjR − gg mf g |μB σ

where |gRmjR − gg mf g |μB is the diﬀerence in Zeeman shift per unit ﬁeld strength between
Rydberg ﬁne structure and ground hyperﬁne states with μB a Bohr magneton. This deﬁnition
of T2 corresponds to the 1/e decay time of the Ramsey fringes.
Doppler broadening, in addition to imperfect Rydberg excitation, leads to motional
decoherence of the Rydberg state according to
eıϕst  = e−t
where



2 /T 2
2,D



2m 1/2 1
kB T
k2ν
with m the atomic mass, T the temperature, and kB Boltzmann’s constant. A physical picture
of this decoherence mechanism is that motion of the Rydberg excited atom causes it to see
a diﬀerent phase of the two-photon ﬁeld which gets imprinted onto the wavefunction upon
deexcitation.
In the presence of both magnetic and Doppler dephasing the eﬀective T2 is
T2,D =

T2 =

T2,B T2,D
.
2 + T 2 )1/2
(T2,B
2,D

The decoherence due to magnetic and Doppler eﬀects can then be extracted from Fig. 2
if we know the magnetic ﬁeld ﬂuctuations σ. The ﬁeld ﬂuctuations were estimated to be
σ ∼ 2.5 × 10−6 T by measuring T2 of the hyperﬁne qubit at two diﬀerent bias magnetic ﬁeld
strengths. Figure 2 then implies that T ∼ 60 μK, T2,B = 13 μs and T2,D = 3.7 μs. We see that
the Rydberg decoherence is dominated by Doppler dephasing in these experiments.
Dephasing of the Ramsey interference signal also limits the ﬁdelity of the entanglement that
is created using Rydberg interactions. Averaging over the phase ϕ in Eq. (1) leads to
F =

1
(1 + eıϕst ) .
2

5

(3)
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Figure 3. Bell state ﬁdelity limits set by magnetic and Doppler dephasing. Calculations are for
with k2ν = k480 nm − k780

87

Rb

nm . The blue dots correspond to the experiments of [23].

This limit was ﬁrst pointed out in [20]. Figure 3 shows the ﬁdelity limits set by magnetic
and Doppler dephasing. These limits are in agreement with the atom loss corrected ﬁdelity of
F = 0.71 reported in [23].
2.3. Discussion
The most accurate quantum gate experiments to date are those of the Innsbruck ion trap group
who have reported two-qubit entanglement ﬁdelities better than 99%[28]. Can neutral atom
Rydberg gates hope to reach similar ﬁdelities?
The discussion in the previous sections has identiﬁed the leading error sources as being due to
intrinsic gate errors, Doppler excitation error, spontaneous emission, magnetic dephasing, and
Doppler dephasing. Assuming excitation of 150s1/2 states with Ω/2π = 30 MHz the intrinsic
gate error, Doppler excitation error, and spontaneous emission error can all be under 10−4 as
discussed above. The minimum gap time during which the control atom is Rydberg excited is
2π/Ω = .03 μs. Looking at Fig. 3 we see that such short gap times would lead to dephasing
errors well below 10−3 even with our current values of magnetic noise and atomic temperature.
The remaining technical challenges concern accurate timing with 30 MHz Rabi frequencies as
well as suﬃcient laser power as discussed above. A 10−3 error in the population of a target state
on a π pulse at 30 MHz requires timing accuracy at the level of about 1 ns, which is feasible with
available technology. An interim conclusion is that gate errors at the 10−3 level are possible,
but will require careful attention to technical issues.
3. Outlook
The utility of neutral atom qubits for quantum information processing depends on more than
high gate ﬁdelities. For circuit model quantum computing it is also necessary to develop
architectures which support site selective gates, initialization, and measurements for a manyqubit array. Although techniques for loading millions of atoms into optical lattices are well
developed there are speciﬁc challenges associated with Rydberg blockade quantum computing.
One of the foremost issues is that red detuned dipole traps can store ground state atoms
with low decoherence but they do not trap Rydberg states. The polarizability of a highly
excited Rydberg atom is essentially that of a free electron, and is negative. Thus a red
detuned trap presents repulsive mechanical potential for the Rydberg atom. Furthermore
the trapping light rapidly photoionizes the Rydberg atom[14]. This problem is handled in
current experiments[20, 22, 23] by turning oﬀ the trapping light for a few μs during Rydberg
excitation. Although this leads to a small amount of mechanical heating and decoherence due
to entanglement between the qubit state and the center of mass motion, this has not been a
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signiﬁcant issue until now.
In a multi-qubit array turning oﬀ the traps whenever a Rydberg gate is performed could
lead to a signiﬁcant heating and decoherence problem. One solution would be to work with an
optical system where each trap could be turned on and oﬀ individually on μs time scales. This is
not compatible with multi-trap architectures based on multi-beam optical lattices[29], or ﬁxed
diﬀraction gratings[30], but can be achieved at few ms time scales using spatial light modulator
based approaches[31, 32].
A solution which negates the need to turn the traps oﬀ is to work at a wavelength where
the trap is attractive for both ground state and Rydberg atoms. This can be achieved in a blue
detuned optical lattice[29] or a blue detuned bottle beam trap[33]. Bottle beam traps speciﬁcally
designed for “magic” trapping of ground and Rydberg atoms are currently under development
at UW Madison. It is also necessary to consider Rydberg state photoionization rates due to the
trapping light. In a blue detuned trap the nucleus is in a region of low light intensity, and since
the photoionization matrix element is dominated by the region near the core, the rate tends to
be strongly suppressed[34].
All of these issues are challenging, but also susceptible to solution. We believe that
the combination of potentially high gate ﬁdelity, and suitable architectures for many-qubit
implementations, bode well for the future development of Rydberg blockade based quantum
computing.
This work was supported by the NSF under grant PHY-1005550, IARPA through ARO
contract W911NF-10-1-0347, and DARPA under award FA8750-09-1-0230.
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